T cell activation 7.70×10 Table S9 : Correlation of downsampling analysis to deep sequencing data. Shown for each treatment is the original correlation between shallow and deep sequencing (Ratio=1, based on transcript log fold change as in Figure S5 ), as well as the correlation between results calculated using downsampled shallow sequencing reads corresponding to the indicated downsampling ratio. Vitamin B3 Vitamin B5 Figure S3 : QQplot of the p-value distribution for DE genes for each step one treatment. Each treatment was analyzed with respect to the appropriate control (see Table 1 Figure S7: Features of differentially expressed transcripts. Shown for each treatment are comparisons between sets of differentially expressed transcripts (10% BH-FDR) for transcript length (in bp), GC content, and the standard error of the log fold change from DESeq2. Transcript length was log 10 transformed for display purposes. Figure S8 : Simulation of higher multiplexing through downsampling. Shallow sequencing data for selected treatments were downsampled to reflect indicated multiplex level, then compared to the deep sequencing data. A table of the correlation values can be found in Table  S9 . 28
